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Abstract— This paper presents dynamic modeling and
control of an articulated robotic tail to maneuver and stabilize
a reduced degree-of-freedom (DOF) quadruped robot.
Conventional legged robotic systems consist of leg mechanisms
that provide simultaneous propulsion, maneuvering and
stabilization. However, in nature animals have been observed
to utilize their tails to assist the legs in multiple tasks. Similarly,
by incorporating an articulated tail onboard a quadruped
robot, dynamic tail motions can be used to aid maneuvering.
Therefore, tail implementation can potentially lead to
simplifications in design and control of the legged robot since
the legs will be responsible for only propulsion tasks. In this
paper, a robotic system design consisting of an articulated tail
and quadruped robot system is presented. Dynamic models are
derived to analyze an optimal tail mass and length ratio to
enhance inertial adjustment applications and develop an outer
loop controller to plan tail trajectories for desired maneuvering
applications. Results of analytical optimization are
corroborated with measured data from biological animals. To
decouple the dynamics of the articulated tail mechanism an
inner loop controller using feedback linearization maps the
desired behavior to the actuator inputs. This approach is
validated using hardware-in-the-loop experiments with tail
prototype in conjunction with simulated quadruped platform.
Results demonstrate the capabilities of the articulated tail in
enabling precise left and right turning (maneuvering).
I.

INTRODUCTION

In nature, animals use their tails to assist different
locomotive functions. In terms of maneuvering, cheetahs
utilize high-speed tail motions to maintain body roll while
chasing pray [1]. Similarly geckos and the green anole
lizards use their tails to reorient their bodies in midair to
prevent injury during landing [2, 3]. In term of stabilization,
cats and the wall lizard use their tails as an active
counterbalance to enhance their mass distribution [4, 5].
Hence, a tail can be used as a method to initially adjust the
body using either static or dynamic motions without
interacting with the environment. This feature is beneficial
for the robot in an environment where ground contact cannot
be guaranteed.
To this date, the majority of research on bioinspired or
biomimetic legged robots has focused on using leg
mechanisms for simultaneous propulsion, and maneuvering
(left and right turning) [6]. Conventional quadruped robots
require a minimum of 3 active degrees of freedom (DOF) for
each leg. Therefore, the robot must simultaneously control a
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minimum of 12 active DOFs using sophisticated algorithms
with articulated leg designs.
This research aims at utilizing an articulated tail to reduce
the required burden on the legged robot for maneuvering
tasks. Figure 1 shows the tail-quadruped system under study.
The system is composed of a quadruped robot, constructed
with four Robotic Modular Legs (RML) [6] and the RollRevolute-Revolute Robotic Tail (R3-RT) [7]. RMLeg is a 2
DOF planar mechanism to drive the robot moving forward
and tail is used for steering (maneuvering).
This paper is presented as follows: Section II reviews
prior work on robotic tails and control of hyperredundent
robots. Section III describes the robotic system. Section IV
and V extends the authors previous work that analyzed
pendulum-like tail implementation [7] to develop kinematic
and dynamic models of a legged robotic system with an
attached articulated tail that are used to select optimal tail
mass and length ratios to maximize inertial adjustment
applications with comparative analysis to biological animal
data. Based on these dynamic formulations, Section VI
defines the outer and inner loop control laws to plan tail
trajectories and decouple articulated tail dynamics for
trajectory tracking that of goal oriented maneuvering
behavior. Section VII presents the hardware-in-the-loop
experiments to validate the control laws using the articulated
tail prototype in conjunction with a virtual quadruped robot.
Section VIII concludes the paper and presents the future
works.
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Fig.1 Legged robotic system: Quadruped with an attached R3-RT.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
This section presents an overview of previous work in the
field of robotic tails and hyperredundent manipulator
control.
A. Robotic Tails
Robotic tail implementation onboard mobile robots has
focused on rigid-body pendulums that either rotate about a
single pitch/roll/yaw DOF or are capable of spatial motion
using combined pitch-yaw, yaw-pitch, or roll-pitch DOFs
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B. Hyperredundent Robot Control
The proposed articulated serpentine-like robotic tail to be
used onboard the quadruped robot is a hyperredundent
manipulator since it is composed of significantly more joints
than task space coordinates. Prior research into controllers
that do not include system dynamics include PID and PD
based approaches for individual joint actuation [16] or
segment curvature tracking of continuously deforming
manipulators [17]. Another approach to controlling
hyperredundent manipulators includes, neural network based
controllers that use online tuning of network parameters
during operation as either a standalone controller [18] or as a
feedforward contribution that employs a non-model-based
nonlinear feedback loop [19]. Model based control
approaches, such as the Jacobian method maps task space
sensor data into joint space [20-22] or dynamics based
models [23] augment aspects of non-model based
approaches for
more
accurate
performance
of
hyperredundent robot control.
III. ROBOTIC SYSTEM
Figure 1 shows isometric views of the robotic system
consideration that consists of a quadruped robot with an
attached R3-RT [15]. The quadruped robot is composed of
four Robotic Modular Legs (RML) [24, 25] capable of
performing planar walking gaits that enable planar forward
locomotion. It is envisioned that dynamic motions of the
articulated tail will enable enhanced maneuvering
capabilities without the requirement of ground contact. It is
assumed that during a walking gait the legs do not
significantly change the mass properties of the robot. The
tail is composed of an actuation unit that houses a geared
motor assembly and articulated tail segments that are driven
via cable transmission systems.

A. Quadruped Robot
Figure 2(a) shows a schematic representation of the
quadruped robot. Each RML is a two DOF planar
mechanism composed of two serially connected four bar
mechanisms. The two four bar mechanisms have
parallelogram topologies, which result in double rocker
behavior. This guarantees a parallel flat foot orientation with
respect to the quadruped body without needing an additional
actuator between the shin and foot links. On flat surfaces,
flat feet provide a more stable support polygon compared to
feet with a point or line contact.
The quadruped is designed to provide forward locomotion
along a single direction, with the tail capable of performing
the maneuvering functions. A trot gait pattern is utilized in
which the legs alternate between a straight line support
phase with constant velocity, in which the foot is in contact
with the ground, and a swing phase, in which it is airborne.
Body
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about the tail base [8]. Such pendulum-like tails have been
used for: 1) propulsion to actuate walking [9], and enable
rapid acceleration or deceleration of the robot [10], 2)
maneuvering to aid steering [11] and airborne pitch
adjustment [12], and 3) stabilization to aid disturbance
rejection [1], and balancing [13].
Recent research has investigated the benefits of articulated
robotic tails. In work presented by Rone and Ben-Tzvi [14],
simulation results indicate that tail articulation can enhance
inertial loading, used to maneuver a quadruped robot, in
comparison to a pendulum-like tails performing a similar
motion due to additive velocities and accelerations along the
articulated tail joints. These results were corroborated by
comparing experimentally measured results of inertial
loading profiles of an articulated tail with its pendulum-like
counter counterpart [15]. Results indicated that tail
articulation increases inertial moments about the base by 53
% which is useful for inertial adjustment applications and
decreases generated inertial forces by a net factor of 44%
that cause undesirable translation of the robotic system it is
attached to. This research aims to continue in the direction of
implementing an articulated serpentine-like tail onboard
legged robot to formulate dynamic models used for
optimization and control for inertial adjustment applications.

1
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1

Fig. 2 A) Legged robot schematic representation, B) quadruped gait
diagram.

Figure 2(B) illustrates the gait diagrams used for
sequencing the quadruped legs for a trot gait. The plot's
horizontal axis spans the normalized time for a single foot
trajectory cycle. The line segment for each leg represents the
support phase, from landing (square at start) to takeoff
(circle at end). Trot gaits provide quadrupeds with planar
foot contact a quasi statically stable walking gait if the
quadruped's zero moment point falls within the support
polygon created by the geometric boundary created by all of
the ground contact points at a given time. The quadruped
alternates between diagonal pairs of legs in contact with the
ground. Therefore, two support phase feet move
cooperatively (i.e., in the same direction) for forward
walking and the system zero moment point can be
configured such that it always falls within the support
polygon.
B. Tail Subsystem
Figure 3 shows the R3-RT used as the tail subsystem on
the quadruped robot for this analysis. The R3-RT consists of
a rigid housing, an actuation module, and one articulated
manipulator composed of two independently actuated tail
segments. The rigid housing connects to the quadruped
subsystem and provides support for two coaxial bearings in
which the actuation module is mounted. The actuation
module contains the three motors used to actuate the R3-RT.
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Fig. 3 R3-RT subsystem design.

The articulated tail structure consists of 2 independently
actuated segments each consisting of 6 links serially
connected to one another and the actuation module through
parallel joints. Two actuated segments are created by two
pairs of cables that route along the links: the first segment is
created by terminating one cable pair at link 6, while the
other cable pair terminates at link 12. Five equal-pitch gear
pairs within each segment ensure the six relative joint angles
βi in that are equal, and cable routing along nested
cylindrical surfaces ensures that cable displacements are
equal and opposite, allowing a single spool to drive each
cable pair. The segments' actuation is decoupled by utilizing
an S-curve cable routing for the segment 2 cabling through
segment 1. In this paper, the segments are synchronized to
rotate along the same direction; therefore creating C-shaped
tail configurations as shown in Fig. 3. Additional details on
the design and analysis of the R3RT can be found in [15,26].
IV. KINEMATIC ANALYSIS
This section presents kinematic analysis of the robotic
system, to derive the relations that will be used to develop
the dynamic relations derived in the next section.
Figure 4 shows free body diagram of a generic legged
robot with an attached n-link articulated tail. A body
attached frame (O', b1, b2) is fixed to the legged robot at O'
= (x0, y0). The bodies are modeled as point masses m0 (tail
actuation unit), m1 (legged robot body), and m2-n (tail linkage
mass). The indices i = {0, 1, 2-n} refer to the tail actuation
unit, legged robot, and tail linkages, respectively. In the
figure, the legged robot and tail are disconnected at the tail
revolute joint. m0 is located at point O'. The legged robot and
tail can rotate relative to one another, about the e3-axis. The
yaw angle of the legged robot and relative angle of the tail
input pulley rotation for segment 1 and 2 are defined as θ ,
βseg,1, and βseg,2, respectively. We define the relative link
rotations to be β1-n.
mn
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V. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
Multi-segment models that conserve angular moment
during air born phases have been presented for describing
the motion of a falling cat [5], geckos jumping between
planes of various angular orientation [3], humans in space
[27], and active-hinged cellular phones [28]. In this analysis
we utilize the assumption of conservation of angular
momentum to develop the dynamic formulations describing
the angular variation of a legged robot due to high-speed
articulated tail motions.
In earlier studies, it was found that the friction at the feet
during a quasi-static walking gait limited effective turning
using high-speed tail motions[7]. This challenge could be
mitigated by choosing to actuate the tail during an airborne
gait phase in which all legs are lifted from the ground. A
small hop is applied during the walking trajectory to lift the
legged robot off the ground for 0.45 seconds and actuate the
tail during this time for maneuvering. It is assumed that
during tail motions for maneuvering applications, angular
momentum will be conserved, therefore, H0 = 0, and xc and
yc are constants of motion [7].
Using this reasoning, taking the time derivative of Eq. (2)
and substituting it into Eq. (3) knowing that x c  y c  0
yields the relation for the velocity of the actuation unit given
by
(4)
 x 
R 0   0   f (mi , li ,  , ,  seg ,1 2 , seg ,1 2 )
 y 0 
Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq.(3), where H0 = 0 due to
conservation laws yields an expression for the legged robot
angular velocity variation as result of high-speed articulated
tail motion
(5)
   f (mi , li ,  seg ,1 ) seg ,1  f (mi , li ,  seg ,2 )seg ,2

βseg,1-2

θ
m1

Legged
Robot

Here, mi represents lumped masses, vi is the mass velocity,
Ri is the position vector locating the masses relative to O',
and li represents a length of body i or effective length of the
robot.
The relation of joint angles are defined as
i 1
 
, i  1 i  seg ,1 
 ,1  i  6
(1)
 i seg ,1
j 1 j
i  
i 1
i  seg ,2 , i  7 i  seg ,2 
 , 7  i  12
j 1 j

where ηi represents the coupling ratio of the i-th tail joint
angle with respect to the input pulley rotation. Since the R3RT tail is constrained with gears of equal pitch diameter and
each segment has six links; therefore, ηi = 1/6. With
reference to Fig. 4, the COM location and the total angular
momentum of the system are defined to be

y

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of a robotic system consisting of a lumped
parameter legged robot and an n-link articulated tail.

Numerical integration of Eq. 5 yields the relation of angle
variation defined by
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(6)



   f (mi , li ,  seg ,1 )d  seg ,1  f (mi , li ,  seg ,2 )d  seg ,2

A. Tail Geometric and Mass Parameter Optimization
Previous approaches of scaling pendulum-like tails have
utilized efficacy that relates constant inertia of a pendulum to
that of the legged robot [29]. This criteria cannot be used for
scaling an articulated tail due to varying inertia properties
during motion. This section presents analysis to optimize the
R3-RT onboard the quadruped robot to maximize angular
variation effects due to high-speed tail motions. The mass
and length ratio is defined as  





n
l
i 2 i



n
i 2

mi / (m0  m1 ) and

/ l1 , respectively.

For the robotic systems under consideration (Fig. 1)
consisting of a quadruped robot with a 12–link tail with
constant properties m1 = 5.7 kg, m0 = 3.1 kg, and l1 = 0.5 m,
Eq. (6) was evaluated to compute ∆θ for a prescribed tail
motion of ∆βseg,1-2 = 60° while varying σ and λ. Results of
this analysis are presented as a contour plot in Fig. 5. The
tangency of the contour lines of constant ∆θ or observable
rate of color change indicates the amount of sensitivity with
respect to variations of σ and λ. By first analyzing the effects
of varying mass ratio, it is interesting to note that the
tangency for the lines of constant ∆θ is greatest within the
range of σ < 0.5. Similarly, by observing the contour plot
rate of color change along the vertical axis, the rate of
change is greatest for λ < 2. Thus, indicating that angular
variation becomes less sensitive with increased mass and
length ratios beyond these thresholds.

induce zero angular momentum reorientations in mid-air to
prevent the possibility of injury. It is interesting to note that
the green anole has a mass ratio that is a factor of 0.5 less
than the gecko’s; however, its length ratio is approximately
twice as large. In comparison to the gecko, the cheetah’s tail
length ratio closely matches with a value of λ = 0.9;
however, its mass ratio is significantly lower. Recent
research by Patel et.al [30] indicates that cheetah’s long tail
fur results in aerodynamic effects where the tail is used like
a rudder in air to compensate for its low mass ratio and
enhance inertial loading resulting from high-speed tail
motions. The wall lizard uses its tail for static stabilization
applications, similar to a balancing weight, to more evenly
distribute weight over flimsy vegetation and as a
counterpoise or coil it wraps around branches while
climbing [4]. It is interesting to note that since the tail is not
used for dynamic high-speed motions, it tail length and mass
ratio is relatively longer and heavier than other animals
where σ = 0.28 and λ = 2.1; however, both are a factor of ~2
larger than that of the Gecko.
Although there does not exist sufficient measured data
from biological animals found in nature to conclude an
optimal compromise between mass and length ratios for tailaided inertial adjustment applications. The results of this
comparative analysis corroborate the optimal ranges
concluded from analysis of the contour plot presented in Fig.
5 that can be used to further aid the process of scaling
articulated tails onboard legged robots to maximize angular
variation resulting from high speed tail motions.
TABLE I.

MEAN MEASURED MASS AND LENGTH RATIO FOR ANIMALS
THAT UTILIZE TAILS FOR MANEUVERING AND STABILIZATION.
Tail Parameter

Animal
Green Anole [2]
Gecko [3]
Cheetah [31] [32]
Wall Lizard [4]

35

σ

λ

0.05
0.10
0.02
0.28

1.82
0.92
0.9
2.1

λ

Δθ°
28

VI. CONTROL

21

This section details the outer-loop and inner-loop control
laws, illustrated in Fig. 6, used to operate the robotic system.
The outer-loop control law plans the desired tail trajectory
that implements goal oriented maneuvering behaviors and
the inner-loop control law calculates the desired input
angular rotation to be tracked by the articulated tail.

14
7

σ

Fig. 5 Angular variation plot for the quadruped and R3-RT system resulting
from a ∆βseg,1-2 = 60° tail motion for various mass/length ratio.

B. Comparison to Biological Tails
This section compares the optimal ranges computed via
the angular variation relation as observed from Fig. 5 with
measured mass and length ratios of biological animals which
range in topology; however, utilize their tails for
maneuvering and stabilization applications as described in
section I.
Table I presents the mean measured mass and length ratio
for animals that utilize their tails for maneuvering and
stabilization. It can be noticed that mass and length ratios of
these animals fall within high sensitivity ranges from Fig. 5
equivalent to λ < 2 and σ < 0.5. Both the green anole lizard
[2], and gecko [3] utilize their tails during aerial flight to

θd +

-

θd - ~
θ

1/s

θ

Outer-loop control law
.
βd,seg,1-2
PID

1/s
1/s

   f (mi , li ,  seg ,1 ) seg ,1  f (mi , li ,  seg ,2 ) seg ,2

1/s

Inner-loop control law
βd,seg,1

q  ˆ  M  q  C  q , q   g  q  
1

+

βd,seg,2
+
-

PID
PID

τ^

..
βseg,1-2

1/s

Fig. 6 Tailed quadruped outer- and inner-loop control concept
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βseg,1-2
.
βseg,1-2
1/s

The set point of the outer-loop controller, Fig. 6, is a
desired legged robot orientation θd that represents a desired
yaw turning angle for maneuvering. For maneuvering, the
tail will produce a planar motion with a fixed roll angle to
orient the articulated tail in the xy plane, a PID comparator
outputs a desired tail input velocity d , seg ,12 that is used to
synchronize the two tail segments based on feedback from
an estimated quadruped angle  by integrating the output of
the legged robot angular velocity variation Eq. (5). The
synchronized angular velocities are integrated to obtain a
desired tail trajectory βd,seg,1-2 that is fed to the inner-loop
control law which is used to control the tail motion to
achieve the desired goal orientated behavior.
The controlled tail state variables are defined as q = [βseg,1,
βseg,2]. To develop a state based inner-loop controller, the tail
dynamic model, previously derived in [15], can be
represented as
(7)
M  q  q  C  q , q   g  q   τ

tail frame origin on the virtual quadruped robot using a
Simulink-ADAMS co-simulation.
B. Maneuvering Case Studies
The quadruped produced a 0.45 sec jump, as described in
section II.A during which the tail, starting from a straight
home configuration, produced planar tail motions to a final
segment configuration while maintaining a fixed roll angle
to enable rotation of the robotic system about the z-axis
(Fig. 1). To measure the repeatability of these experiments
and identify variability due to foot and ground impacts or
PC with Simulink & ADAMS

Quadruped
Visualization

R3-RT
Prototype

Where M(q) is the inertia, C  q, q  is the tail’s centripetal and

Fig. 7 Hardware-in-the-loop experimental setup.

Coriolis effect, g(q) is the gravitational effect, and τ is the
input torque. However, to implement a PID based controller
for tail trajectory tracking, the dynamic model is decoupled
using a nonphysical torque input, ˆ , as follows
1
q  τˆ  M  q  C  q , q   g  q  
(8)
1
where τˆ  M (q) τ
Using this approach, a PID comparator for each segment
is used to convert the tail input trajectory errors into τ̂ that
is fed into the decoupled dynamic model, Eq. (8), to obtain
the tail input angular acceleration as seen in Fig. 6.
Integration yields tail angular velocity and orientation that is
fed back into the decoupled dynamic model and angular
velocity relation for a more accurate calculation of θ. The
tail segment angular velocities are sent to motor drivers that
regulate motor current as evaluated in [15] to generate
accurate dynamic tail motions.

friction upon landing, 5 trials were produced to achieve a
desired set point θd = {20, 10, 5}° where the tail input angles
were varied between βseg,1,2 = -{0:106, 0:52, 0:26}°,
respectively. Results of the legged robot yaw angle θ from
the simulated controller and HIL experimentally measured
values are shown in Fig. 8. The RMS errors between steady
state simulation and experimentally measured θ values at 0.8
sec are reported in Table II. The maximum quadruped
turning the tail can produce without reaching its workspace
limit of βseg,1,2 = 120° was θd = 20°. For this scenario, the tail
produced the largest angular displacement. At the final tail
configuration, static gravitational loading along the z-axis
induced the greatest pitch and roll angular variation of the
robot equivalent to 16° and 18.3° prior to ground impact of
the rear, right leg – considered to be destabilizing effects due
to maneuvering. The unbalanced orientation of the legged
robot upon impact with the ground produces unbalanced
forces that cause un-modeled rotational effects and deviation
from the angular momentum conservation assumption,
resulting in the largest RMS error of 5.14°. For the
remaining case scenarios θd = 10° and 5°, since the tail
produced motions with less angular displacements, the
legged robot angular roll and pitch variation during the
airborne phase is decreased due to less unbalanced
gravitational loading effects which result in the quadruped
landing in a more symmetric configuration; thus, reducing
the undesirable effects of ground impact. It is for this reason
the RMS error decreases with a reduction of θd.
θ (deg)

Control Simulation

θ (deg)

A. Experimental Setup
HIL experiments use real, physical system hardware to
replace one or more simulated subsystem in an analysis. A
prototype R3-RT is used in conjunction with a simulated
quadruped walking in a virtual environment on flat terrain
using a multi-body dynamics physics simulator MSCADAMS, which is capable of solving for the kinematics and
dynamics in the presence of foot/ground contact and friction.
Figure 7 illustrates the experimental setup used in this
section. A six‐axis load cell is used to measure the inertial
forces and moments generated by the tail motions, which are
then mapped into the equivalent forces and moments at the

θ (deg)

VII. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section utilizes the R3-RT prototype in conjunction
with a quadruped simulation in hardware-in the loop (HIL)
experiments (section VII.A) to demonstrate various
maneuvering (section VII.B) case studies to validate the
control approach defined in section VI with comparison to
simulation results.

HIL Measured

30
20
10

βseg,1-2=-[0:106]°

0
30
20

βseg,1-2=-[0:52]°

10
0
30
20

βseg,1-2=-[0:26]°

10
0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Fig. 8 Maneuvering control simulation and measured hardware-in-theloop experiments for yaw angle turning of set points θd = {20,10,5}°.
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TABLE II.

DESIRED SETPOINT TURNING ANGLE AND RMS ERROR
Desired angle
θd
20°
10°
5°

RMS
Error
5.14°
0.47°
-0.36°

[13]

[14]

VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a dynamic modeling of a quadruped
robot with an attached articulated tail. Dynamic formulations
are used to select optimal ranges of tail mass and length ratio
to produce more effective angular variation of the legged
robot. Data on biological specimens was found to satisfy the
optimal ranges defined based on analysis. The dynamic
formulations were then used to derive an outer loop
controller to plan tail trajectories for goal oriented behavior,
and an inner loop controller was implemented by decoupling
manipulator dynamics and controlling the tail to track a
desired trajectory. The control approach performance was
evaluated using hardware-in-the-loop simulations to
demonstrate maneuvering case scenarios.
Future work will investigate articulated tail motion in
combination with tail roll motion to reduce the effects of
undesirable pitch and yaw motions of the legged robot
during maneuvering applications for a smoother landing to
minimize the yaw angle RMS error of the legged robot.
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